~ Light Language Activation's ~

Series of Seven

Message ~
The world is magically changing at a breath-taking rate. We are being
Fueled by a Golden Light streamlining us every day, and every night. It is
time to really Turn-it-up a Notch and Tune-In to feel this immense
light, Activating and Awakening us during this Acsensional process.
As the mass continues to break up the old, new beginnings continue to
unfold.
And as we await the New Dawn of a Golden Age, we shall continue to turn
each page from the Books of Life in Hopes that Now, we can get it Right!!!

It will take the Collective to bring forth a New Era of Peace, although it will
also take the Individual to partake in a Continual and Consistent
Commitment of Self to Heal, that will eventually Emerge the Energy of
our Experiences that we are about to Encounter.
Many still feel that this Light-Emergence is taking FOREVER. Well . . . Rome
wasn’t built in a day and neither were we. And by dissolving the
Brick and Mortar of the Past, opens the Pathway to set us Free here at
last.
We have been trying lifetimes to Supersize and Synergize this BlueBall back into Balance. It requires the Keys of Patience and Peace Within,
so that that Love and Light may reside Without, as Peace truly does begin
with you.
The Embodiment is a Carrier of many and multiple Codes. Though
throughout the time-lines of our Existences, we have forgotten how to
“Tap into’ its Energy and get into the very Core of these Sacred-Codes. As
one continues to unfold the “petals” of their Chakras, the Wheels begin to
Spin around the Spine that eventually Reveals the Deity of the Divine.
Each Cell is Connected to Tissues of Time and is important that we Lift the
Layers Cell by Cell. As we go deeper into the Atomic Structure of
the Embodiment, there is a next level going into the Sub-Atomic
Structure and then even deeper, into the Core-Atomic Structure until all
is Revealed. We are LAYERS deep, and there still remains the Dormant
and Asleep. We remain Persistent and Consistent to get-er done.
For every Layer Lifted, we are Gifted a Next Reveal to our Seven
Seals. We are a House of Holy Wisdom, a Temple, a Tree, that agrees we
are under a Major Restoration to Recover our Reigns and Regions of
our Divine Rites. Also remembering . . . that of what we do for our Self,
energetically helps that of other and the Gaia, for we all Connected by the
Golden Thread.

Mary Martin
Guided Hands offers Energy Experiences to assist in
Spiritual Activation’s,
while
Awakening
the
Embodiment’s System during this Accessional Process.
As a Minister, Messenger, Medium, Mentor, Mediator,
Muse and Modern-Day Mystic, Mary helps people
connect to their Spiritual Embodiment, through their Akashic Records,
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frequency.
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